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The Demise of Fat Albert
Last year, I attended a
mixing party and Mike
Dutch had a recipe for a
smoke grain. Since I
don’t fly EX, I haven’t
really studied the mixing
process much, but I had
an idea! What if you
took a spent 24mm Estes motor case, filled it
with a smoke grain mix,
and used for tracking a
rocket during it’s decent?
That was a success with
the idea that, if you ignite one end and didn’t
let it pressurize, it lasted
about 1 minute. But
how could I hold this in

a rocket without damaging it? Another motor
mount? I didn’t have a
rocket build in process
large enough to hold a
spare mount. How
about
making it
on a
remote
lead of
some
sort? I
didn’t
want
to
have
an
open flame just swinging
around, so I made a

May Launch Report
With the April launch
washed out, the flying
season finally opened in
May. Unseasonable
weather bringing both
cold and rain left the
field conditions poor, and
the road into the farm
tricky.
By mid-May, things were
bound to improve. But
reality put a damper on
things, and there was
more rain. The road into
the farm was still sloppy.
However, we decided to
go for it anyway.
Saturday was a low-key
day, with only a handful
turning out. But it also

By Greg Elling

brass holder. With a
test fire, it was a go.

The brass holder was
really heavy, and I still
needed to have room for

(Photo courtesy of
Greg Elling)

an altimeter and a 9V
battery. So, I made a
(cont’d on pg 10)

(Photos on pg 11)

gave the club the chance
to sort through and clean
launch equipment and
reorganize the trailer.

Sunday was better,
though a misty fog rolled
through late morning.
The road in also improved as things generally dried out.
Attendance was improved on Sunday as
well. Several club members from Canada also
came down, and URRG
played host again to the
RIT Launch Initiative
team, preparing for a
test flight. All told, 94
flights were made—not

bad for a damp launch
weekend. Two cert
flights were launched.
And the RIT team finished off the weekend
with a flight that pushed
10,000 feet. Sixteen
flights were high-power.
Five flights are known to
have landed in trees, including the L3-cert and
RIT’s test flight.
Dave Brown did a great
job as his stint at Launch
Director. Thanks to all
that helped out with setup, tear down, cleaning
and organizing, and all
that enjoyed the weekend!
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RIT Special Level-1 Cert Launch
Members of the Rochester Institute of Technology on-campus
rocketry club – the RIT
Launch Initiative have been very active

in the off season,
monthly club meetings
URRG holds over the
winter.
Earlier this year, RIT
reached
out to
URRG
through
our Collegiate
Rocketry
Program
(CRP),
and requested a
dedicated
launch
date.
Their

Larry’s Treasure Chest
Hi Team. We started
the year off well, with
many new members
and RIT just joining
the URRG Collegiate
Rocketry Program.
URRF 5 Registration
has been open for
some time. Flyer registration has been
steady. Don’t forget waiting to secure a
place to stay during
URRF lends itself to
fewer choices - and
sometimes a bit more
in cost.
Remember that a
campground is a great
value. It’s also a perfect way to spend
some time with the
core group and vendors, around a fire
with friends. We all
stay at Country
Charm, which is about
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1 mile from the field.
They have fishing &
boating for the kids,
they sell fire wood and
the facilities are very
clean.

By Larry Weibert

team had 14 students
ready for their NAR
level 1 Certification.
Zachary Rizzolo, designated as the team
leader for the CRP
membership, led the
certification group.
Each member built a
standardized rocket
that was designed on
campus for their attempt. URRG secured
a waiver for the weekend of April 7th, with
the 8th as a backup if
we needed it.
The RIT team showed
up bright and early on

that windy, cold day,
with 14 eager students, plus all their
rockets and gear.
The URRG team was
made up of Don Tennies (Pres), Greg Elling
(Secretary), and Larry
Weibert (Treasurer).
We all helped get the
field up and ready, the
plan was 4 pads and 4
sets of launches.
The students all
prepped their own
rockets and they all
used Aerotech DMS
H195-14A New Blue
(cont’d on pg 8)

The Editor’s Musings
Well, spring has
sprung, the grass
grown. Just how
many rockets have
you flown?

With the washout of
The Finger Lakes have the April launch, we’re
a lot to offer the family off to a late start for
the 2018 season. I
while enjoying the
am optimistic, howevhobby weekend. If
er, that it’ll be a great
you’re considering
season.
camping and need
some advice or help
The club is growing,
with arraignments,
we have the Collegiate
drop me a call. 716Rocketry Program in
628-4746.
place with good results, we’re getting
URRG is entering aninvolved in more outother great season reach opportunities
come
and we’ve URRF5 right
out
around the corner.
and
It’s a good time to be
enjoy
URRG.
the
With that said, there
fun.
has been a lot work
that’s gone on behind
the scenes to get us to
Larry Weibert

where we are today.
Folks like Don, Larry,
Greg & Dutch—and
really the entire board
of directors and advisors—have put a lot of
time, a lot of themselves, into pulling
everything together so
that launches, and the
club as a whole, runs
smoothly.
This isn’t an easy task;
everyone involved are
volunteers, donating
their time. So it
means a lot to the club
that these guys put
the effort in that they
do. It also means a lot
when others step in to
lend a hand.
Almost invariably, during set up of a launch
or when its time to
tear down, whoever is
there lends a hand.
(cont’d on pg 3)
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(Editor Con’t)
That goes a long way to
make short work. I want
everyone to know that
the BOD really appreciates it.
I also want everyone to
know that there is always a lot to do. There
are a lot of other tasks
that are necessary to
keep things rolling.
Monthly launches need
directors to make the
event happen. Outreach
events need volunteers
to staff them, answering
questions, helping kids,
etc. Events need registration personnel.
As mentioned, URRF5 is
right around the corner.
There are dozens of jobs
that need to be filled in
order for things to run.
If you visit the URRF sign
up page, you’ll see a list
of work assignments and
their descriptions. We
depend on volunteers to
fill these too. When
we’re short, the primary
staff has to pull double
and triple duty so that
everyone else can fly.
So, with that in mind, I
implore anyone that
plans on attending URRF
—take shift if you can.
They’re typically only
two hours, and often get
you up close and personal with the action. The
same is true at monthly
launches. As of this
writing, we still need a
few launch directors.
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Boy Scout
Camporee
By Greg Elling
What a good day for
an outreach. The Mohawk District Boy
Scout Spring Camporee was held at the
pageant of steam
grounds in Canandaigua, NY, on May
21st 2018.
Bright sunny sky, cool
breeze, 150 boy
scouts, about 20 rocket flights and free
lunch. Although it was
a long day and I got a
sun burn, we had a
good time and again
more local people
showed interest in
URRG and what we do
and how they can get
involved.
A special thank you to
Mike Dutch for his big
rocket display, Doug
Snyder and Mike
Spraig for all the Low
power flights, DonnaJo
Elling handing out flyers and Greg Elling on
his engine test stand
display.

Membership Meetings
URRG held three general membership
meetings over the
course of the winter.

cussed business, had a
show and tell, and told
general rocketry lies.

The first two were held
at RIT, whereas the
third took place at the
Denny’s in Victor, as
that was determined to
be a more central location for our membership.

Dutch updated those
present on Ferenc
Roka’s condition.
Ferenc is, unfortunately, still hospitalized.

We had students from
UB attend, as well as
representatives of the
local Civil Air Patrol.
The meetings all drew CAP is interested in
at least a few memgetting involved, as
bers, however, the RIT part of a program for
meetings were attend- their members. They
ed also by members of are also willing to lend
RIT’s Launch Initiative assistance in managing
rocketry club. As
launch events such as
such, those meeting
URRF.
dealt mostly in assistRick discussed the
ing their program (see
URRG participation in
Pg 2).
next month’s Thunder
At the April meeting,
of Niagara Airshow (P
which was at Denny’s, 9).
we had quite a few
Greg, Dutch and Lucas
members turn out. We
Monroe all showed realso had snow, which
cent rocket builds.
forewarned the cancelation of the season’s first launch.
The group ate, dis-

Attendance of URRG winter
meeting #1

Lots of hands make light
loads, and helping out
goes a long way to make
short work. Thanks for
your support.
Rick
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Featured Rocket: Vought SLAM
Imagine a time in the
height of the Cold War,
when national tensions
were so high that it
propelled the USSR
and America into both
a space race and an
arms race of unparalleled proportions. This
drove military planners
to entertain all sorts of
outside-the-box ideas.
On such idea seemed
to have been lifted directly from a science
fiction novel. It
seemed, to some, that
it would be a good
idea to develop an unmanned cruise missile
bomber that not only
dropped nuclear devices on Soviet targets but was also nuclear
powered. In so doing,

the power source was
essentially unlimited,
allowing the missile to
continue to fly for long
periods of time.
According to Wikipedia, The US Air Force
introduced Project
Pluto in 1957, combining a nuclear reactor
with a ramjet engine.
The basic idea was
that the reactor preheated the air entering
the ramjet. Once up
to speed, the preheated air would be compressed into the engine as a consequence of
its forward
motion. It
then expanded out the
nozzle to provide thrust –
potentially ra-

dioactive thrust. Because the fuel was nuclear, only a small
amount would give the
missile practically unlimited range or operational time over the
target. Applying that
idea to a cruise missile
resulted in the SLAM –
Supersonic Low Altitude Missile.
In theory, the SLAM
would hug the deck
using a groundavoidance system
while it streaked from
target to target over

the Soviet Union, lobbing nuclear bombs
over the side. When it
ran out of bombs, it
only had to buzz up
and down the countryside spewing its radioactive trail on the inhabitants below, while
its supersonic shockwave left a trail of destruction in its wake.
And if it was intercepted, well, it still had a
nuclear reactor
onboard. A crash or
(cont’d on pg 9)

Display model of SLAM concept
Image source: vought.org

Kit Review: Estes Red Nova
Toward the end of
2017, Estes introduced
several new kits to appeal to the enthusiastic builder. The subject of this review is
kit #7266, the Red
Nova.
Red Nova is a neat little Skill Level 2 model
that plays at something more; it is a
scale-like design that
gives the impression of

a two-stage surface to
air, or perhaps a shipto-ship missile. In
fact, the way the model is proportioned, a
staged build is not out
of the question.
This kit is basically a
common 4NC sort of
low-power rocket, the
sort so common at the
hobby shop, except
that it has two sets of
fins. But it also adds

several
small,
easy, details that
really set
it off aesthetically.
First, and
most obvious, is
the ramjet style
nose
cone.

Aside from the
cone, the rocket has a pair
conduits that
are made by
cutting and
sanding the included hardwood strips to
shape. Between that and
the eight-fin
configuration,
this kit may
(Continued on pg. 5)
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I started off the build
the way I often do—by
measuring the parts
and building a simulaThe other aspect that
tion file in RockSim.
adds to the detail are
As is typical, Estes is
the included waterconservative with their
slide decals. They are
stability margin. Assingle color only
suming my model is
(printed in black), but
correct, using the
they add enough detail
RockSim calculations
to give a pseudofor CP, the model is
military look.
likely safe with a D12
Building Red Nova is
motor in the rear withpretty straightout the nose weight.
forward. Most of what With it, the margin is
you’d expect from Esover 2:1. John Boren
tes is exactly what
you’ll find.
The section
of tube is
nice quality
with minimal spirals
to fill (if
you fuss
over that).
The fin are
laser cut
from a
firm, fairly
dense grade of balsa,
pointed out - there can
making them robust
be a lot of variation in
without papering. And the build, and somethe nose cone is a typ- one may extend the
ical molded affair remotor mount to acquire a little trimcommodate an E9, so
ming—and a little fillthey’ve covered their
ing—on the parting
butts. I used the
line.
weight.
actually be borderline
Skill Level 3.

The small components
are typical Estes as
well—15” plastic chute
that’s pre-strung, and
segment of rubber
band shock chord, laser cut cardstock centering rings, etc. The
kit also included clay
nose weight.

Top Flight thin-mil parachute.
The overall build was
easy for an average
builder that has a few
kits under their belt.
One area I did have
issue with was the
centering rings. They
were undersized for
the included tubes,
both inside and out. I
had to sand them to fit
over the motor tube. I
also found that their fit
Red Nova Parts Layout

Finished Red Nova on the
launch pad
Visit:
www.estesrockets.com/
007266-red-novatm

into the body tube was
quite loose. I built up
the OD by layering
glue-saturated paper
around them, which
produced a nice fit.

All-in-all, the Red Nova
presents a nice looking
design that is a good
I did try to adhere to
next step from building
the stock build for the
Alphas and Berthas. It
most part—including
is well-made, looks
keeping the “D” length
good on the pad, and
mount. But I did devipacks enough punch to
ate in the recovery deimpress in flight.
partment. I used a
Kevlar harness, atI’ve already bought a
tached to the motor
second for a gapmount. I also used a
stager conversion!

Motor mount with paper strips
glued to the centering rings
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Collegiate Rocketry Program
The Collegiate Rocketry Program was rolled
out over off-season, at
the beginning of 2018.
The CRP idea came
about due to the years
of support URRG has
provided to the student projects, from
many colleges and universities.
Over time, we noticed
that the schools all
provide different levels
of support to their students. Many times, it’s
a struggle for students
to navigate the many
situations and regulations involved in getting the help and guidance they need to be
successful.
We decided the best
way to help would be
to provide a support
team from our group
by formalizing the process to the school
leadership, the colleges could buy into a
solid, organized method of assisting the
team projects and
their engineering
students.
There are a lot of
things we take care
of. A few of the
things we do. We
provide structured
oversight with a step
by step process to
get any students
certified in levels 1-3
with both NAR and
TRA.
We offer dedicated
flight dates to accommodate student
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project deadlines
which many times
don’t line up with the
clubs normally scheduled launches. An example is we accommodated RIT May 7th & 8th
their own launch
weekend was our
URRG team dedicated
our time to the success of 14 students
being certified level
one NAR in one shot.
Many times, the colleges don’t have the
storage facilities or
maybe in some cases
the oversight to manage and control some
of the items we utilize
for ignition and recovery in our hobby. We
supply and have available a whole selection
of Ignition, ejection
materials, delay tools,
and igniters the students may need for
their projects.
Most importantly we
have the experience to

By Larry Weibert

mentor the proper
mind set when dealing
with these and making
sure they are set up to
succeed and take the
knowledge with them.
We have observed
many of the college
failures are not from a
lack of education but
more from lack of time
they are allowed for
their projects which
limits experience
building and feedback.

covers a URRG membership of their entire
CRP team. It also provides the Team Leader
a NAR or TRA membership to support the
flying of their team
projects.

Our Level certification
support team is lead
up by two of our BOD
members. Mike Dutch
who is a TRA TAP and
a NAR L3CC although
he is fully qualified for
Our team freely shares all projects and certifiour information with
cations he focuses on
real life experiences
the larger projects
that work and those
mostly Level 3’s. Larry
that have not. We like Weibert our TRA Preto review and dig into
fect handles our level
their mindset of how
1 & 2 certifications and
they envision their
administers tests.
ides to work. We encourage new ideas and We also offer a wide
range of equipment
integrate them with a
support to the many
practical level of solid
varying projects. We
established methods.
really have had many
In the end everyone
getting involved and
wins.
have even customized
URRG charge the colthe membership to
lege a flat fee which
better serve different
college’s needs. We
will soon have the
program offered on
our web site.
If you’re a student or
school administrator I
encourage you to
take advantage of
what we offer so the
students get as much
out of the educational
experience as possible. Hope to see you
on the field.

2018 2nd Quarter
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(RIT Continued)
Thunder motors. The
first group up decided
to run with
the full 14second delay.
The students
noticed that
the rockets
did arc over a
bit before deployment at
that setting.
The next
group to fly
ran a sim on
an i-Phone
called rocket
calculator; the
program projected apogee at 9.6 seconds.
So, they decided to
pull 4 seconds off the

2018 2nd Quarter
factory delay. Group
two’s rockets were
launched, all deploying
very close to apogee.

Team 3 and 4 followed
suit, and everyone’s
rockets returned intact
and good shape. By

the end of the day, we
were all cold, but managed to certify all 14
students. We started
getting a little
rain near the
end, making
for a team
mission to get
off the farm.
At this time of
year, the
weather can
be hard on
the field conditions. However, we all
survived, and
will remember the hardships and
success we all were
part of that day.
Congratulations to the

RIT team for all certifying NAR level 1 in
one day through the
URRG Collegiate
Rocketry Program:
Martin Pepe, RIT Administrator (URRG CRP
School Admin )
Zachery Rizzolo, RIT
Launch initiative
(URRG CRP Team
Leader )
Team members James
Testa, Peter Sterio,
Andrew Kunkel, Justin
Silva, Nick Foster, Jim
Heaney, George Matta,
Kevin Rinehart, Ben
Richard, Joe Schevtchuk, Oldarlyn Castillo, AJ Longabucco, &
Vincent D’Arrigo.

URRG at Phelps Makers Faire
A Makers Faire was
held on April 14th at
the community center
in Phelps, NY. The
event organizers
reached out to URRG
and extended an invitation.
DonnaJo and Greg Elling set up an URRG
booth and handed out
club flyers. They also
performed a demonstration on making
rocket fins stronger.
About 75 flyers were
handed out to interested people.
What is a Maker Faire
you ask? According to
Wikipedia, Makers
Faires were started by
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Make magazine to
“celebrate arts, crafts,
engineering, science
projects and the Do-ItYourself (DIY) mindset”.
Prominent
faires are
held in several large
cities, however, they
have also
become
quite popular on the
local level,
with smaller
scale fairs popping up
in many communities.
In attendance was the
Canandaigua Academy

robotic team, showing
off two of their robots,
a man making cigar
box guitars, people
making electricity out

nesses also get involved; G. W. Lisk was
there with a big display. Other interesting
displays included two
3D printers, a
class on making felt, an inventor that has
a plastic frame
that turns a
phone or tablet
into a microscope, and
much more.

Mr. Elling reported that the
DonnaJo at the Phelps
rocket display
Maker’s Faire, Greg
was
the best
of lemons, Elling photo
thing there,
and another
but he is known to be
group making magnetbiased...
ic slime. Local busi-

2018 2nd Quarter
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BOD Corner
The BOD had a 2nd offseason meeting on St.
Patrick’s Day. Points
of discussion included
updates needed on the
website, the club’s Facebook page, the Collegiate Rocketry Program, and upcoming
season events. The
site needed updates to
homepage, adding info
about URRF5 and the
newsletter so that
they’re easy to find.
Future events were
discussed at length –
URRF5, the airshow in
Niagara Falls, and the
recent Boy Scout
Camporee. However,
the more immediate
need was to fill the
open launch director
slots for this season.
Also, future BOD
meetings this season
will be held on launch
weekends.
An additional point of
discussion was the
Collegiate Rocketry
Program. It was officially launched over
the winter; already
several university have
already signed up.
We also discussed
Frank Roka; he seems
to have been in accident over the winter
and has been hospitalized ever since. Mike
Dutch has been visit-

(SLAM Continued)
ing him, though has
not been able to find
out any information
about his condition.
Frank, featured in our
first issue, has no family in the USA, so he
has no next of kin that
the doctors can talk to.
Two recent BOD staff
changes: Mike Crupe
has stepped down as
member-at-large, Don
Tennies has stepped
down as BOD President.

shoot-down would result in a meltdown.

Eventually, clearer
heads prevailed.

The multitude of methods that this concept
could attack the enemy was vast. However, there were multiple
drawbacks, including
how to launch it without irradiating the
ground crew. Possibly
worse, how did you
get it into Soviet airspace without overflying (and wreaking de-

Project Pluto was cancelled in 1964, but not
before the Vought Corporation conceptualized their variation.
Wingless, it was a
large, fin guided missile that would’ve been
launched from a rail
car with the assistance
of booster rockets.
Once up to speed, the
reactor and ramjet
took over.
Building a flying model of
the SLAM isn’t an easy
proposition,
due to the
large ramjet
inlet on the
underside.
The impact
on CP would
be significant.

An artist’s rendition of SLAM
in flight

struction) on allies in
Europe on the way?

MAC Performance Rocketry does offer a sport(Continued on pg. 10)

Thunder Over Niagara Airshow
URRG will be attending
and displaying at the
Thunder Over Niagara
airshow in Niagara
Falls, NY on June 7, 8,
& 9.

The airshow will include a STEM expo and

has asked URRG to be
part of that display.
We are looking for volunteers for the event
to talk to attendees
about rocketry, build
projects and launch
stories.

The airshow is open to
the public and free admission.
Please contact the Editor
if you are interested in
helping out.
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parachute out first),
Check. Smoke grain
holder out of an alumi- secured inside 8” Fat
num aerosol can and
Albert main body tube,
then made room in my Check.
FAT ALBERT scratchMystery
built rocket. I like Fat motor
Albert and I got my
and reLevel-2 with him. He
covery
had a 54mm mount,
inso getting enough
stalled
thrust to lift an extra
and
experimental payload
ready
wasno problem at all.
to go,
Check list: Big Rocket, Check.
check. Mystery K enOut to
gine (courtesy of Larry the
Weibert), Check. Secpad,
ond altimeter to ignite igniter
smoke grain at apogee in and
+ 1 second (to get the altime-

(Fat Albert Continued)

ters on countdown: 54-3-2-1-launch, and
Fat Albert is on his
way. The main parachute came
out at apogee, the
smoke grain
ignited, and
he dropped
behind the
tree line,
way back in
the farmers
field. Now
where is
that little
bridge
across the
drainage
ditch?

It took me more than
that 1 minute to get to
Fat Albert. By the way,
it was programed to
ignite in the air, so all
the smoke was gone.
I finally found him but
the temperature of the
smoke grain exceeded
the integrity of the
aluminum can that I
made for it.
Needless to say, all I
have is a fin can and
my recovery devices to
remember him by from ashes to ashes
and dust to dust. I will
be repurposing his
hardware some day.
RIP.

Fat Albert at the height of his
career. Greg Elling photo.

(SLAM Con’t)
scale, high-power kit
based on the SLAM,
but it does
away with the
inlet and assumes a more
conventional
profile. Mike
Crupe said that
the addition of
the scoop
would have
pushed the CP
too far forward
to be able to
correct with
ballast.
Using their 4”
canvasphenolic tubing, a fiberglass cone and
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a plastic boat tail, the
finished model still
looks stunning. The

addition of small fiberglass canards completes it. That gives

the kit a nice level of
detail. Stickershock23
offers a decal set to
round it out
properly.
You’re on your
own for the
scale railway
car to launch
from, though.
Also, 1/72 scale
resin kits of the
SLAM on its rail
car were available from Scott
Lowther by way
of Fantastic
Plastic, but it
appears that
these are now
OOP.

SLAM on its rail-based
launch platform

2018 2nd Quarter
For Sale:
Build pile reduction sale.
Estes D-Region Tomahawk $25. Mean Machine $20. Super Nova XL $20. PS2 Sahara $20. Maxi Alpha 3
launch set $30. Astron
Sky Dart $15. Cosmic
Interceptor $20. QCC
Explorer $15. Photon
Probe $12. Satellite
Interceptor $12. Tercel boost glider $10.
Laser Lance $8. Quest
Penetrator $8. All are
in Victor, NY. Can
pick up, or will deliver
to club launches.
Contact Rick at
expjawa@hotmail.com

The Potter Rocketeer

Rocketry Marketplace
www.performancehobbies.com

www.macperformance.com
Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

May Launch
Photos

RIT launch photo courtesy
of Zack Rizzolo

Clockwise from above: Loading the 1st
rack of the season, RIT gets off the pad,
TPR’s Red Nova in the dirt, Orange
Crush at launch, Steve G burns some
sugar, Dutch’s Mini Magg, Canadian
crayon drag race, Rick’s Sahara, and
Laverne does his best Elon impression,
prepping a Falcon 9
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Club Calendar
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section: #765
Tripoli Prefecture: #139

June 8, 9 & 10 –
June 22 – 24 –
July 28 & 29 –
Aug 25 & 26 –
Sept 29 & 30 –
Oct 20 & 21 –
Nov 17 & 18 –

Thunder of Niagara
Airshow
URRF5!
Launch #4
Launch #5 & URRG
club picnic
Launch #6
Launch #7
Launch #8

E-MAIL:
urrgbod@gmail.com
Acting President:
Mike Dutch
Treasurer:
Larry Weibert
Secretary:
Greg Elling
Webmaster:
Riley Keller
Newsletter Editor:
Rick Barnes
Senior Tech Advisor:
Bob Krech
Vendor Contact:
Mike Crupe

See us at:
www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com
Copyright © 2018 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in
Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501C3 focusing on educational and
research aspects of amateur
rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting
model and high power rocketry,
and are registered as prefecture
#139 with the Tripoli Rocketry
Association and NAR Section
#765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY,
one of the finest fields in the
Northeast. The former swamp
nestled in the heart of the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region,
is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July
4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS31, URRF, and LDRS-34.
URRG at Torrey Farms has been
described by Rockets Magazine as
the Northeast's summer time
rocketry destination.

Off the Pad

We’re on the Web!

About URRG

So whether you’re a BAR, an old
timer, or just interested in seeing
some amazing launches, take
some time and visit us during a
launch. We’re looking forward to
seeing you at our next event.
Who was that masked
rocket anyway?
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